The Thought of Standard Human?! (

)

Standard Humanism is the first international belief of 3rd millennium, covering all the aspects of human life and potential to bring
peace & justice… With the slogan of: "We need the best world, because we are the best Human beings - 7 billion human beings"

Standard Humanism is of this belief that:
(The core concern of Standard Humanism)

1/ Mankind have always lived in a primitive situation and world! No ideology or system could save his/her life in reality,
so all the failures remained unsolved up to now!
2/ to save human life Standard Humanism equip mankind with its five principles in order to start a New life incompatible
in progress and nature! The difference would be like a primitive to an advanced world.
They are:
1. There is a source of truth to unite and cover mankind under righteousness…
2. Everyone has the right to choose his/her way of living…
3. All should be mentioned and respected in the universal culture of mankind…
4. We need a perfect international organization to protect us…
5. We are the clean, pure and wise creature on this earth…
(Standard Humanism advocates a "Two Layers Identity" for every human being, First: by equipping all with five principles of it in order to
eliminate the rules of ignorance, oppression etc. from their life and, Second: by insisting anyone to live according to his/her belief and culture at its best form - in a safe world by the support and the administration of Worldwide Standard Human Society).

3/ Worldwide Standard Human Society by believe in five top human life facts will bring and administer the best perfect
life imaginable to mankind in third millennium.

Philosophy of Standard Humanism
)Concept and objective of Standard Humanism)

Believe in:
1/ God (Universal Truth, Creator, Energy & Friend...) which shows Itself thru all peace-loving and Justice-seeking
religions, beliefs & ideas (religious, social & political! = Material or Spiritual)…
2/ There are Five top human life Facts there in our life (absolutely equal and balanced; any imbalance among the
importance of them would not allow a perfect and correct human life and would not allow to pass human life to its highest
levels of progress in this life and our other lives after death!).
They are:
A- Religions & beliefs…
B- Politics & management…
C- Cultures & beauties of our life…
D-Knowledge & sciences…
E- Economics & trades…
This means equality and respect to all our having and desires…
(All our other having of life are subcategories of these five top facts...)

3/ the oppression and ignorance of 10 percent of us (the Satanic 10 percent) always ruin these 5 top human life facts, to
suffer mankind and to damage our life...
4/ To save our life and to pass the mankind's life to its most perfect situation - in this world and after life - 70 percent
positive people (Which live in all nations with any peace-loving and justice-seeking religion, belief and idea) + 20 percent
neutral ones among us, need to be united under the Standard Humanism and Worldwide Standard Human Society
Organization (By keeping and protecting all our having) to end thousands year failure and mismanagement of human life
and make the dream of Peace, Justice and Human life progress to become true and eventually mankind pass thru its goal
of existence...
5/ Standard Humanism is the social and universal belief of human life in the third millennium to cover and manage our
life by protecting and respecting ALL… in order to eliminate the rule of ignorance and oppression of Satanic 10 percent
and therefore to start our advanced and complete life...
By correcting and managing an advanced life (both in individual and social life) in this world we would be ready to step in
the other worlds and lives in the highest standards and capacities, otherwise the result of our life - because of the influence
of Satanic 10 percent - would be incomplete, poor and not exactly according to the purpose of our creation and existence…
The main objective and purpose of Standard Humanism is changing and turning the primitive form and nature of
human life (the cyclical form of survival by the rule of oppressors and ignorance on this earth) to the standardization
form and nature; (stepping out of the primitive cyclical life and growing step by step to the higher levels and standards of
human living…).
Vote for Standard Humanism, any vote will make the world nearer to what we really deserve.
Founded (Sep. 15th 2010 – Mysore, India) by Dariush Ghasemian Dastjerdi
http://www.standardhumanism.org
https://sites.google.com/site/standardhumanism

An easy look-up to "Standard Humanism"
(According to the 'religionfacts website' system)

1/ Origin & history – Sep. 15th 2010 Mysore India; by Dariush Ghasemian Dastjerdi
2/ Adherents – Worldwide…
3/ God(s) and universe – God means no face and group but the universal truth which covers all mankind under its eternal law equally... God is a vast-wise energy!
One alive energy which has wisdom and power to create and hold what has created! ... It is not a person....

God is the universal truth, energy and the creator of universe and nature; which in the history of mankind by the needs of time and the capacity of the special
situation of a specific territory and people, has emerged - passing thru: reason, heart & soul - as a kind of belief or religion to show and guide the human beings to
their best way of life (matched by their culture).
God (truth) is the justice and peace! This means all the peace-loving and justice-seeking ideas (Material or Spiritual) come from truth (God)!
Therefore we have Abrahamic religions; Iranian, Dharmic, Taoic and Indigenous beliefs & religions and social & political beliefs and ideas etc. all from God to save
specific people of a territory from injustice and oppression, according to their situations and needs.

God (truth) has two major aspects:
A/ from the social view: as the laws & orders to correct social life in various forms (Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Marxism, Secularism, etc.).
B/ from the individual view: as the positive energy and the One which helps man to grow spiritually by various ways of worshiping, prayer, meditation, TM,
yoga, etc. To grow spiritually and to help the soul to become nearer to the more pure truth and to understand more purity and then to pass the life better; and to find
the capacity of passing the steps of soul-growing for this life which would deserve us eventually to step in our other lives happier and completer!

4/ Human situation and life's purpose – According to Standard Humanism there are 70 percent honest, pure and peace-loving human beings spread in all
countries and among all nations, cultures, religions etc. 10 percent oppressors and ignorant; and 20 percent neutral ones, and Standard Humanism has been designed
to hand over the control of the world of mankind in the hands of 70 percent positives out of the control and influence of negative 10 percent or better Satanic 10
percent ignorance and oppression in order to gift the bright and brilliant world of 3rd millennium.
There are Five top human life Facts there in our life (absolutely equal and balanced; any imbalance among the importance of them would not allow a perfect and correct
human life and would not allow to pass human life to its highest levels of progress in this life and our other lives after death!). They are: A. Religions & beliefs… B.
Politics & management… C. Cultures & beauties of our life… D. Knowledge & sciences… E. Economics & trades… This means equality and respect to all our having
and desires… (All our other having of life are subcategories of these five top facts...)
The oppression and ignorance of 10 percent of us (the Satanic 10 percent) always ruin these 5 top human life facts, to suffer mankind and to damage our life...

To save our life and to pass the mankind's life to its most perfect situation - in this world and after life - 70 percent positive people (Which live in all nations with
any peace-loving and justice-seeking religion, belief and idea) + 20 percent neutral ones among us, need to be united under the Standard Humanism and
Worldwide Standard Human Society Organization (By keeping and protecting all our having) to end thousands year failure and mismanagement of human life
and make the dream of Peace, Justice and Human life progress to become true and eventually mankind pass thru their goal of existence...
Human life just by a correct compiling of: "reason, heart and soul" and in the way of a perfect joining of material & spiritual life, and with a universal world-view is
complete, meaningful and wide in the size of mankind.

5/ Afterlife – Mankind after realizing the importance of: avoiding ignorance & oppression and establishing peace & justice, would be able to pass thru this life - by
its highest standards of material & spiritual life - and open the other perfect lives, (Various worlds of physics and meta-physics) otherwise forever would remain and
wander in the poor and incomplete world of Satanic 10 percent… (Worldwide Standard Human Society by its five departments would dedicate Peace & Justice to
mankind…)

It is absolutely important to mention that only by peace & justice we will be able to pass thru our goal of existence and start our other lives!
(The Satanic 10 percent - by ruining the five top human life facts - never let to live with peace & justice, and that's why our life is poor and incomplete, with a never-ending process of correction...)

6/ Practices – Standard Humanism advocates a "Two Layers Identity" for every human being, First: by equipping all with five principles of it in order to
eliminate the rules of ignorance, oppression etc. from their life and, Second: by insisting anyone to live according to his/her belief and culture - at its best form - in a
safe world by the support and the administration of Worldwide Standard Human Society.

The five principles of Standard Humanism are:
1/ There is a source of truth to unite and cover mankind under righteousness…
2/ Everyone has the right to choose his/her way of living…
3/ All should be mentioned and respected in the universal culture of mankind…
4/ We need a perfect international organization to protect us…
5/ We are the clean, pure and wise creature on this earth…

7/ Texts – Book of Standard Humanism… written by Dariush… (Sep. 15th 2010 Mysore India)
***
Standard Humanism is the social and universal belief of human life in the third millennium to cover and manage our life by protecting and respecting
ALL… in order to eliminate the rule of ignorance and oppression of Satanic 10 percent and therefore to start our advanced and complete life...
The main objective and purpose of Standard Humanism is changing and turning the primitive form and nature of human life (the cyclical form of
survival by the rule of oppressors and ignorance on this earth) to the standardization form and nature; (stepping out of the primitive cyclical life and
growing step by step to the higher levels and standards of human living…).
If we don't realize and accept the World of Standard Humanism we will remain in the World of Satanic 10 Percent for some more centuries!

Attention please
This Standard is not the standard of a specific group or belief or politics but the Standard of all beliefs & religions, politics, cultures, economies etc. to shine
All for the sake of ALL as we need the best world because we are the best human beings Seven billion human beings by respecting and shining ALL our
beautiful having separately and precisely; This is the Standard Humanism & Worldwide Standard Human Society's Administration dedicating new and
brilliant world of third millennium to mankind by respecting, promoting and purifying all the cultures, beliefs, economies etc. to their highest standards of
their life thru the control and advanced administration of Worldwide Standard Human Society instead of UN.

http://www.standardhumanism.org
info@standardhumanism.org

